The next level in training

Do you need to address a subject in particular?
Do you need more precise explanations?

We offer customised coaching services

1. On our training website, you enrol in a 1- or 2-hour one-to-one coaching session on the subjects addressed during a given training course (M340, Somachine, etc.).

2. During the signing up process, you specify the subject you want to focus on.

3. You choose the date and time of your coaching session.

4. At the agreed date and time, a trainer and a work station are at your disposal to help you learn more about your chosen topic, understand it and put it into practice.

TO SIGN UP LOG ON TO
www.schneider-electric.fr/digital-classroom
Imagine training opening up new horizons for you...

- Accessible from your worksite
- Enables content- and experience-sharing between all participants
- Does away with all additional costs (travel, accommodation, meals, etc.)
- Allows participants to keep up with their day-to-day professional duties

In short… imagine the training course being conducted at your office and just for you! For you, Schneider-Electric has come up with:

the "Digital ClassRoom"

Help at hand via video link

When you enrol in the Digital Classroom, you are constantly supported by other trainees and assisted by a trainer who is an expert in the field.

The advantages of the "Digital ClassRoom"

The "Digital ClassRoom" means:

- Similar content
- Identical durations
- Common approaches
- No additional costs
- Trainees are available for their day-to-day duties during the training course

An… almost… conventional training course!

Despite being alone in front of your screen, a trainer is on hand at all times to provide assistance and answer any question you may have.

THE TRAINER

- Presents the content and runs the course on screen.
- Assists and corrects each trainee individually during the practical work sessions.
- Makes sure that the entire class is following properly and that each trainee has understood. He/she takes all the time needed to address all the key points of the training course.

THE TRAINEE

- Has access to a documentation area at all times.
- Shares his/her impressions with the other trainees via permanent video link.
- Benefits from the trainer’s advice throughout the training course, and can have a discussion with him/her at any time if necessary.

One Trainer
A remotely-managed model for each trainee

Up to 6 trainees
Each in their company’s premises, in front of their computer

6x